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An Overview of Pile Driving Equipment 

Part I: Impact Hammers 

impact hammers are hammers which drive the pile by first inducing downward velocity in a metal ram, as shown in Figure 1. Upon impact with the pile accessory, the ram creates a 
force far larger than its weight, which if sufficiently large then moves the pile an increment into the ground. An idealized version of this force is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Idealized Hammer Force-Time Curve 
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Figure I impact Hammer System Schematic 

The characteristics, strengths, and weaknesses of various types of impact hammers is shown in Table 1. impact hammers can be divided into two categories, external combustion 
and internal combustion hammers. 

Table 1 Strengths and Weaknesses of Impact Hammer T v ~ e s  

i Hammer Type .. -- -- 1 Description 1 Advantages I Disadvantages 

r i  -. . -- 
External Combustion Hammers 

Ibe used in any soil. 

Hydraulic Impact Hammers Use hydraulic flu~d to ralse the ram; some 
unlts have assisted fali as well. i hammers. 

Internal Combustion Hammers 

Drop Hammer 

- 
Single-Acting AirISteam Hammers 

Double-Acting AirISteam Hammers 

-- ~~ ~~~~~ ~ -. 

Differential Acting AirISteam Hammers different valve arrangement, r required for operation. 

Hammer is raised by a rope running over 
the top of a framework and extending back : 
to a drum or geared shaft; blow is delivered 
by the fali of the hammer under influence of. 
gravity. 

Allows greater variation in both weight and ' 
j speed of blows,very low frequency of 
1 blows,low initial cost and relatively long 

life, Simple to operate in remote i 

localions where other equipment is not ; 
; obtainable. 

Efficiency reduced due to drag of rope and : 

drum.Cannot be inverted and used as a : 
pile extractor. Cannot be used in locations : 
where headroom is limited. Not readily I 
adaptable for driving batter piles. 
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1 -- 1 1 Irate. 
---A -- I-ppp 

l ~ i m ~ l a r  to sinale actlna diesels, exce~ t  that 1 ~ 1 a h  freauencv (80 blows per 

Single-Acting Diesel Hammers 

trapped air o;vacuumin top of hamie r  rate. ~eietively heavy hammer weighi -Atomized fuel system can be difficult to 
Double-Acting Diesel Hammers stores and releases energy during relative to single acting diesels. No external' service. 

operation. power source required. -- 
:I 

External Combustion Hammers 

Self-contained unit which uses ignition of 
fuel to impart additional energy during 
downstroke to drive pile downward and ram 
upward. 

Exiernai combustion hammers are hammers which burn the fuel that provides the energy for the hammer's operation outside of the hammer itself. These hammers have external 
power sources, such as the crane itself, steam boilers, air compressors, or hydraulic power packs to provide the energy to move the ram upward and in some hammers downward 
as well. The various types of external combustion hammers are detailed below. 

Drop Hammers 

Independent Of Outside power 
(boiler, compressor, hydraulic power pack, 
etc.1 Light weight and easily portable. Low 
operating cost, Ease of in cold 
weather. 

The drop hammer is the oldest type of pile drlving hammer in existence. A typlcal drop 
hammer 1s shown in Fiaure 3 The hammer 1s connected to a cable rvhich is attached lo 

Cannot be inverted and used as pile 
extractor. In soft driving, may stall due to 
inadequate rebound. Long stroke of ram 
may cause tension cracking in ! 

piles, On with atomized fuel : 
system, fuel system is complicated. Low ; 
Frequency (40-60 blows per minute) blow 1 

a bvinch on the crane. The hammer is raised to the dosired stroke. The winch has a 
clutch on it that then allows the operator to release the hammer, which falls by its own 
weight and strikes a pile cap and-the pile. Drop hammers are mainly used onvery small 
jobs and for small piling. 

Figure 3 Typical Drop Hamme, 
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CYLINDER 

COLUMNS 

Figure 4 Typical Single Acting AirlSteam Hammer 
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Single-Acting AirlSteam Hammers 

These hammers use steam or compressed air to raise the ram. At a point in the 
upstroke, the valve is moved and the ram floats to the top of the stroke; the ram then 
fails by its own weight and makes impact. These hammers are generally referred to as 
"airlsteam" because they can be operated by either air or steam; a few are operable by 
only one or the other. A typical single acting airlsteam hammer is shown in Figure 4; the 
operating cycle is shown in Figure 5. Many airlsteam hammers contain a device to 
change the upstroke valve turnover point; this is shown in Figure 6, and enables the 
hammer to operate at two energies, which is especially important during the installation 
of concrete ~i les. 
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The cycle begins at impact, the valve is rotated in such a way as to admit steam or air 
into the cvlinder and below the oiston. This accelerates the ram uoward as shown in 
View 1.   his continues ~ n l i l  the'cxhaust wedge on the slide bar actuates the trip and 
rotates the valve to close off the steam or air inlet and opens the area of the cvlinder 
below the piston to the atmosphere where the cornpressed air or steam is ex6austed. 
The ram continues its free rise upward, decelerating with gravity until the top of the 
piston oasses the relief ports and closes in the dashoot at the too of the cvlinder. This 
irapped air, shown in view 2, compresses and brlngk the rising ;am to a halt. The ram 
then makes a free drop to impact. Shorllv before impact the intake wedae rotates the 
valve to admit steam or air to the cylind& and the cycle starts once ag;nn. 

1 2 

Figure 5 Single-Acting AirJSteam Hammer Operating Cycle 
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1.  Van-Cycle Cylinder 
2. Piston Rod 
3. Movable Trip 

Figure 6 Stroke Changing Device for AirISteam Hammers 

Double-Acting AirlSteam Hammers 
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These hammers are similar to the single-acting hammers except that, upon upstroke valve turnover, they apply steam or air pressure to the top of the piston. This enables the 
stroke to be shorter, as it accelerates the ram to the desired impact velocity more quickly than with single acting hammers. This makes a higher blow rate possible, which is 
advantageous in some situations. A typical double acting airlsteam hammer with a description of the operating cycle is shown in Figure 7. Double acting hammers are especially 
popular in driving sheet piling where vibratoly hammers either cannot penetrate the soil or where they are favorable economically. 

The ram carries a riaidiv connected cam throw (some double actina hammers use a fluid 
valve) wn~ch engag& acam rod suspended in ihe ~ntermed ate h&d of the hammer. In 
operation, the motwe fluld l~rst enters the inlet oorl and liows throuah the lower ooenina 
of the valve to the underside of the piston.   he top opening of the Galve complet6s a - 
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*r'"lL O W C X  .. 

61 BOTTOM 0r STOOKK &l IUPOF S I R D K t  

path from the tops~de of the plston to the exhaust port As the f l ~ ~ d  lhlts the plston, thus 
I ftlnq the ram, the luqs of the cam throw sl~de past the edaes of the cam rod untll, at the 
top if the stroke, they engage a splral ponlon bf the cam rod, causlng it to rotate The 
valve connected to tlle top of the cam rod also rotates, allowlnq tlle Inlet motlve fluld to 
enter the top of the cylinder, and permitting the exhaust fluid on the underside of the 
piston to escape through the exhaust pod. The ram then falls, its velocity increased by 
the fluid pressure on the top of the piston. The cam throw lugs slide down where another 
spiral portion of the cam rod is engaged. The cam rod rotates; rotating the valve to the 
original position, and the motive fluid path reverses. 

Figure 7 Typical Double-Acting AirlSteam Hammer 

Differential Acting Air-Steam Hammers 

These are similar to double acting hammers except that the air or steam is constantly 
oressurized under the  ist ton. This allows for a s im~ler  valve confiauration than with a 
doublo acting hammer'with simlar operatfng characteristics. A tyGcal d'fferential act/ng 
hammer 1s shown in Figure 8; its operating cycle and characterjstlcs are shown in Figure 
9. 
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Figure 8 Typical Differential-Acting AiriSteam Hammer 

s 4 

Figure 9 Operating Cycle for Differential-Acting AiriSteam Hammers 
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Tlie cycle beg ns at impact, the valve rotated so that the area above the large piston is 
open to the atmosphere and exhaustina the com~ressed air or steam from the Drevious 
stroke, as shown in View 3. The area inthe cylinder between the large and small pistons 
is always pressurized, and, as in the beginning of the cycle, when there is only 
atmospheric on the top of the large piston, tliiQcreatesan unbalanced force on the 
piston and the ram accelerates upward As the ram moves upward the intake wedqe 
actuates the t r i ~ ,  rotatina the valve and admittina steam to the cvlinder above the hrae 
piston as shown in ~ i e r t 4 .  This produces an uniialanced force tiownward on the ra<~ 
bringing the ram to a halt at the top of the stroke. The ram is then forced downward. 
gainkgkinetic energy both from &avity and the downward acting steam or air force, to 
impact. Just before impact the exhaust wedge rotates the valve once again to exhaust 
the compressed air or steam above the large piston and the cycle starts once again. 
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Figure 10 Typical Hydraulic Hammer 
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Hydraulic Impact Hammers 

These hammers substitute hydraulic fluid for air or steam, and it is applied to the 
piston to move the ram. Hydraulic impact hammers can be single acting, double 
acting, differential acting or other variations. Most but not ail hydraulic hammers 
employ the use of an electric valve operated with a variable timer, which allows for 
very flexible control of the output energy. A typical hydraulic hammer is shown in 
Figure 10. 

Jacking 

Pile jacking machines are not true impact hammers but act by simply pushing the pile into the ground. Such a machine is depicted in Figure 11. They are most effective when the 
soil resistance is lower than the maximum ram force and when there are neighboring piles to jack against (such as with sheet piling.) They are most advantageous when vibrations 
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Figure 11 Pile Jacking Device 

Operating Cycle 

1 The jack IS set on the reacllon stand for the lnstallatlon of the llrst two shcot plles 
2 The jack moves by elevating 11s travel carrlaqe wh~le supportlnq ~tsell on the last Installed  lie . . 
3. The travel carriage then slides forward. 

- 
4. The travei carriage lowers itself and drops onto the installed sheet piles and continues its hydraulic installation process 

After the third or fourth piles is driven, the jack moves off of the reaction stand and travels independently on the piles. 

Internal Combustion Hammers 

These hammers burn the fuel that powers them inside of the hammer, and for the most part the diesel hammers are the only constituent of this class, 

Open End Diesel Hammers 

The open end d~esei hammer operates as is shown in Figure 12. The piston with the assistance of the stalling device driven either from the winch of the pile driving rig or 
hydraulically is raised to an upper position, at which point it is released by the starting device and falls down under its own weight. Before the bottom of the ram passes the exhaust 
polls the piston pushes the fuel pump lever and fuel from the pump is supplied to the spherical recess of the anvil (some models directly inject atomized fuel into the combustion 
chamber.) At the bottom of the stroke the piston impacts the anvil. The enerqv of impact is divided between fuel va~orization and its mixino with heated air and drivino of the niln 

~~~~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ . -  ~ -~.. = -. r..- 
After a short period of time the air-fuel mixture is ignited and due to the presiire of ihe expanding exhaust gases tke piston is raised up and additional driving impulse is 
transmitted to the pile. A typical open ended diesel hammer is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 12 Operating Diagram of Diesel Hammer 

Hammer Parts: 

1. starling device 
2. piston 
3. fuel pump 
4. inlet 
5 .  cylinder 
6. anvil 

Slaaes in Cvcle: 
I) r& up (sian), scavenging 
II) termination of scavenaina. fuel feed 
lli) termination of compr~sGon stroke, blow delivered on anvil block, fuel 
combustion 
1V) termination of fuel combustion, exhaust, beginning of scavenging 
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Figure 

Parts: 

13 Typical Open End Diesel Hammer 

Upper Cylinder 
Piston 
Fuel Tank 
Fuel Pump 
Lower Cylinder 
Anvil Block 
Oil Hose for Anvil Block Lubrication 
Water Tank 
Oil P u m ~  
Oil ~ a n k  
Startina Device or Crab 
startins Device or Crab Guide 
Oil Hose for Ram Rings Lubrication 
Filling Throat Plug 
Drain Throat Plug 
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Closed End Diesel Hammers 

These are similar in operating principle to the open ended type except that a compression chamber or vacuum is employed on top of the piston to assist the ram in the downstroke 
This speeds up the blow rate of the hammer, but some of these hammers have a heavier ram relative to the energy than the open ended type. A typical closed end diesel hammer 
is shown in Figure 14. 

Figure 14 Typical Closed End Diesel Hammet 

A) Lifting Line from Crane 
8) Ram 
C) Stading Device 
D) Fuel Pump 
E) Anvil 
F) Exhaust Pods 
G) Fuel Pump Lever Rope 
X) Compression Chamber 
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Driving Accessories 

It is not possible for the striking end of the ram of an impact hammer to directly adapt itself to all shapes of piles; therefore, it is necessary to have driving accessories of various 
types to be inserted between the bottom of the hammer and the pile, to both mate the two geometrically and to transmit the force of impact from hammer to pile. 

Hammer Cushion 

Most Impact hammers have some kind of cushion under the end of the ram which receives first the striking energy of the hammer. This cushion is necessary to protect the striking 
parts from damage; it also modulates the force-time curve of the striking impulse, and can be used to match the impedance of the hammer to the pile, thus increasing the efficiency 
of the blow. The actual material of the cushion and its configuration will vary, depending upon the hammer configuration and the cushion material being used. Any hammer cushion 
should be installed and used in accordance with the recommendations of the hammer manufacturer. Figure 15 shows a variety of cushion configurations; Table 2 shows a 
summary of the various types of cushion materials and their characteristics. 

Top Plate 

Cushion 

Heat Flow 

Cushion 

The ligurc to the left shows typtcal cushion conltgurattons lor both airlsteam and dtesel 
hammers Pile cushton 1s on v lncl~ded in concrete and ~last lc Diltna wtth steel and . -. 
wood piling, no pile cushion ib normally needed. 

In some instances, no hammer cushion is rewired. Some hvdraulic hammers have no 
hammer cush~on. With wood pillng, some airisteam hammers can be equipped with 
special bases to drtve wood pil~ng without cushion mater~al. 
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A i r - S t e a m  H a m m e r s  
Integral R i n g  

C u s h i o n  

H e a t  F l o w  

C u s h i o n  

D i e s e l  H a m m e r s  

Figure 15 Cushion Configurations 

http://www.geocities.com/uttc2uxx/hammersl.htm 
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The airlsteam configuration to the left is shown with an integrally cast cushion pot. Most 
airisteam hammers can use as an alternative a capblock follower or shield, where 
micarta and aluminum cushion material is stacked into a piece separate from the pile 
cap. Such a configuration is shown in the figure below. 

T o p  P l a t p  
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Table 2 Summaw of Cushion Material Characteristics -. 
- -- 

Name of Mater~al r- Descrlptlon Advantages D~sadvantages 
-A 

placed into cush~on receptacle. 
-- 

1 7 -  Mater~al hardens rapidly lnto steel mass; 

I Wires braided into steel cloth plates. Long life 

icarta and Aluminum; can be used with many rd to be used with som 

e pile cushion as w 

Excellent range of elasticity moduli. 

Plywood sheets stacked and mounted onto 
concrete pile; used almost exclusively as 
pile cushion. 

cut to use in cushion receptacle as 
hardwood (oak, hickory, single block or into blocks which are then 

into receptacle. 
-. ---. .. -- 

Anvil 
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The rams of most external combustion hammers strike the cushion material or top plate directly. With internal combustion hammers, an anvil is necessary to trap the combustible 
mixture and thus allow it to build pressure. Figure 12 shows an anvil setup. The term "anvil" is also sometimes used to describe the drive cap or helmet (see next paragraph.) 

Helmet 

The helmet actually mates the hammer system to the pile, and in doing so distribute the blow from the hammer more uniformly to the head of the pile, and also to minimize pile 
damage. Figure 16 shows some typical driving helmets. 

FOR WOOD PILES FOR CONCEETE 
PILES 

FOR PIPE 
P I L E S  

FOR CCNCRETE PILES 

FOR GENERAL USE 
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PIPE PI LC$ CONCRETE PILES 

Figure 16 Typical Driving Helmets 

Pile Cushion 

When driving concrete piles, it is necessary to use a cushion between the hammer and a pile. This cushion is generally made of plywood; one cushion is made for each concrete 
pile to be driven and either installed on top of the concrete pile before it is driven or in the cap. The depth of this cushion can vary from 150-450 mm (6-leu.) Figure 1 shows a 
typical pile cushion configuration. 

Mandrel 

A mandrel is used to install thin wall shell piles which are subsequently filled with concrete. The mandrel is necessary because the wall is too thin to withstand the stresses of 
driving. Figure 17 shows examples of mandrels. 

SHOUL3ERS ON 
MANOREL MATGk 
OFFSETS 114 
S H E L L  

MANDREL 
WEDZES 
INTO SHELL 
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Figure 17 Mandrel for Shell Piles 
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